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Save 20% to 50% Off!

Elegant, graceful design is the hallmark of a Coast Diamond
ring. Since 1978, Coast has designed classic and romantic
bridal jewelry. Jay Gilbert from Coast introduces exquisite
designs that are graceful and stylish. Charisma is the newest

Coast Diamond Engagement
Rings and Settings

Coast Bridal Collection, featur-
ing timeless engagement rings, re-
envisioned. Coast engagement
rings are completely customizable
for any shape or size center stone
and any metal type, making each
ring as unique as the person
wearing it. All Coast Diamond
Rings are available in Platinum,
White Gold or Yellow Gold. RJ
Jewelers offers a wonderful se-
lection of Coast Engagement rings so you can try on as many
designs as you want to feel completely satisfied with your
choice.  If you need a customized stone or setting you’ve got
it here at RJ Jewelers. Our goldsmith and gemologist are al-
ways here to show you every diamond and setting detail and
explain our services and guaranties. Stop by our store in the
Auburn Plaza and see some of the newest diamond ring de-
signs and displays we have just received.

SimonG Diamond Rings Make
A Big Sparkling Splash

LeVian Chocolate Diamonds
Are Sizzling HOT For Summer

The intricate design of these vintage style white gold rings is
enhanced by glistening round cut white diamonds.

DUCHESS COLLECTION

Regardless if you are looking for amazing diamond jewelry
or want something a little different by combining gemstone
and diamond jewelry, SimonG designs are sure to please
every taste and have something that everyone will love.

Le Vian initiated the “Chocolate Diamonds®” brand in the
year 2000, when it first introduced its unique brand of natural
fancy color brown diamonds to the public. Le Vian's objec-
tive with naming its selection of brown diamonds was to help
differentiate from the lower quality stones. The company's
purpose in obtaining a registered trademark was to assure
consumers that Le Vian Chocolate Diamonds® are the higher
quality stones. Chocolate Diamonds® are procured through
strict standards: come primarily from Australia, are the top



5% of the higher quality natural color brown diamonds, range
from C4-C7 on Argyle Diamond's color scale. Stones larger
than 20 points are the top 5% of that. Additionally, while
most of the world's brown diamonds have visible inclusions,
Le Vian Chocolate Diamonds® are chosen for their color,
clarity and cut.  By 2009 the US Office of Patent and Trade-
marks, concurred with Le Vian, that Chocolate Diamonds®
had achieved distinctiveness as a brand of Le Vian. By 2014,
the brand became incontestable. Today, Le Vian® holds the
registered trademark for Chocolate Diamonds® in over 100
countries around the world, spanning the Americas, the Eu-
ropean Union, China, Hong Kong and the Middle East. RJ
Jewelers collection of LeVian jewelry is exquisite. Here are a
few New pieces available in our LeVian showcase display.

LeVian
Bangle Bracelet
1.78tw Diamonds
$3,999

Necklace
1.40 Morganite

Center Stone with
halo diamonds .90tw

$2,549

Necklace Swirl with
Chocolate & White
Diamonds .71tw in

14kt rose gold $1,699

Matching Necklace .66tw Diamonds &
Ring .73tw Diamonds in 14kt white gold.

Necklace $2,149  Ring $2,149

LEVIAN

Diamond Ring
.88tw in 14kt
White Gold
$2,499

for July!

We are proud to announce a new line of pearls on display at
RJ Jewelers.  For three generations, IMPERIAL Pearls has
traveled to the world’s premier pearl farms in the most pris-
tine, exotic locales. They have developed lasting bonds with
pearl farmers dedicated as much to their craft as to the envi-
ronment that sustains it.  The result: Imperial Pearl is assured
“first pick” privilege of every harvest. With unmatched skill

Our Newest Pearls... Imperial

and a poet’s eye for
beauty, Imperial selects
only nature’s true master-
pieces that reflect ultimate
expressions of the five
pearl  “virtues” – deep and
radiant luster, flawless
complexion, ideal shape,
richest colors, ideally
proportioned sizes.
And so from oceans of
pearls arises…
The IMPERIAL Pearl.
On display now at RJ
Jewelers in Auburn Plaza.



Jewelry is one of our most intimate and cherished accesso-
ries. Understanding how to care for and protect your trea-
sured jewelry can make a world of difference in maintaining
its beauty and keeping your heirlooms sparkling for genera-
tions to come.
BE CAREFUL WITH LIGHT AND HEAT
Just as the sun’s harmful rays can damage our skin, light and
heat can affect a colored gemstone’s durability and color. Over
time, and in excess, they can also fade or damage some gem-
stones, such as amethyst, kunzite, topaz and shell cameos.
Pearls and other delicate materials, such as ivory, will bleach
under extreme exposure to light. Other gems, especially am-
ber, can darken over time when exposed to too much light.
Excessive heat and sudden temperature changes may also frac-
ture some gems. Heat can easily remove the natural moisture
these gems need to keep their beauty. Pearls, for instance, can
dry out, crack and discolor. Opals can turn white or brown,
develop tiny cracks, and might lose their play-of-color.
KEEP YOUR JEWELRY AWAY FROM CHEMICALS
Exposure to chemicals can damage or discolor precious met-
als – gold, silver and platinum – and may harm some colored
gems. Even everyday substances like hairspray, lotion, per-
fume or other cosmetics can contain chemicals that will per-
manently damage the surface of your pearls and other deli-
cate or porous gems (like turquoise). Fine jewelry should be
removed before diving into a chlorinated swimming pool or
before using household cleaners. Many of these cleaners con-
tain ammonia, which can be too harsh for delicate gems or
vintage jewelry. Chlorine bleach, another common household
solvent, can pit or damage gold alloys.
GIVE TREATED GEMS SPECIAL CARE
Many colored gemstones are routinely treated to improve the
appearance of color and clarity. These treatments can be nega-
tively affected by heat, solvents, steam and ultrasonic clean-
ers. Knowing whether your gem has been treated is the first
step to knowing how to care for it. This is where a GIA report
comes in – it contains important information about your gem
and any detectable treatments it may have undergone.
USE ULTRASONIC CLEANERS WITH CAUTION
While you can purchase a professional ultrasonic cleaner for
$150 or less, you should be aware that not all gems and jew-
elry can be safely cleaned in it.  Ultrasonic cleaners should not
be used to clean:
Gemstones with surface-reaching breaks that have been filled
with a substance such as oil, resin or a glass-like material.
Organic gem materials such as pearls, coral, ivory, or amber
Gems that have been coated with a non-permanent substance
like plastic or wax.
Some heat-treated gemstones. Gems that are susceptible to
heat and temperature changes whether they are treated or
not. Some of these gems include tanzanite, feldspar (sunstone
and moonstone), fluorite, iolite, kunzite, lapis lazuli, malachite,
opal, topaz, turquoise, zircon and others.

TIPS On Caring For Jewelry

THE SAFEST CLEANING METHODS ARE EASY
Most colored gems can be cleaned with warm water, mild dish
soap (no detergents) and a soft brush. A pulsed-water dental
cleaning appliance and a soft, lint-free cloth can also be used.
Be sure to rinse your jewelry in a glass of water to remove
cleaning solutions since you risk losing loose stones – or even
an entire piece of jewelry - if you rinse directly in the sink.
Soft gems, such as pearls, on the other hand, can easily scratch.
Use a new, clean makeup brush and warm, soapy water to
softly clean them. Lay a strand of pearls on a towel to dry.
The wet silk thread can stretch - and attract dirt - so don’t
touch your strand until it is completely dry. Pearls worn often
should be restrung once a year.
SAFELY STORE YOUR JEWELRY
Proper jewelry storage is often overlooked. Jewelry should
never be tossed into a drawer or on top of a dresser - that’s
asking for scratches and damaged gems.  Most jewelry pieces
come in a box or pouch from the store, which is a perfect
place to keep them. Sterling silver, for example, should be kept
in an anti-tarnish bag or cloth. Jewelry boxes that feature indi-
vidually padded slots for rings and posts for hanging necklaces
and bracelets are also ideal.
When traveling, protect your jewelry pieces from scratches
and impact damage by padding it in a separate box or case.
Many jewelry stores offer free check-up or professional clean-
ing at scheduled intervals: Jewelry should be checked every
six months and cleaned frequently. We always offer Free
Cleaning and Inspections of your fine jewelry at RJ Jewelers.

This type of cleaning is best left to jewelry professionals who
know about different gem materials and understand when and
how to use the ultrasonic cleaner safely.



Need An Engagement Ring?

1 Carat Diamond Ring

RJ Jewelers Has
Expert On-Site Jewelry Repairs

With proper care and maintenance, your fine jewelry
will reward you with a lifetime of enjoyment and luxury.
RJ Jewelers offers a full range of on-site professional jewelry
repair, refinishing and refurbishment services that make it easy
for you to recapture the pleasure your jewelry was meant to

RJ Jewelers makes original creative custom designs for clients
all across the country.  Often, depending on the intricacy and
level of detail of the custom piece, a three dimensional model
is made for the client’s approval before the final piece is
created. The piece is then hand made by either traditional
fabrication techniques or the lost wax casting method. Finally,
the piece is hand finished and presented to the client as a
unique and one of a kind piece of  art.  You can see some of
our unique custom designed pieces on our website at:
www.RJJewelersAuburnNY.com

DIAMONDS � GOLD � GIFTWARE217 Grant Avenue Auburn Plaza

bring. Our full suite of jewelry
repair services includes ring
sizing, mountings, stone re-
placement, re-tipping prongs,
jewelry cleaning & polishing,
necklace repair, bracelet
repair, clasp replacement,
refurbishment & custom
jewelry designs.
Probably the best thing you can do is preventative care.
Schedule a cleaning for your jewelry every year. During the
cleaning, we check for signs of wear, such as loose stone
mountings or bent clasps, and fix them before they become a
serious problem.

 Stop in to RJ Jewelers anytime for your
Free Jewelry Cleaning & Inspection!

Watch Batteries are $12.50 +Tax

Lifetime Watch Batteries $17.50 +Tax

$100

Need An Engagement Ring?
you can have a

1 Carat Diamond Ring
for under

$100
a month!

Our easy financing
options offer you

interest rates
as low as 9.9%

with low
monthly payments.

Store Hours:
Monday thru Friday 10  to  5:30

Saturday 10 to 5, Closed Sundays

Mens & Ladies Watches 20% Off!

See contest at:  www.RJJewelersAuburnNY.com

Like Us On


